Abstract-Owing to image noise and differ in thousands ways of edge shape, traditional morphological edge detection operators can't detect the edge well and the edge detected by it is very blur. In order to gain the good edge, characteristic of morphological operators are used. Generalized morphological detection operator is used to conquer noise influence, Omnidirectional edge operator is used to detect different direction edge information and multi-scale edge operator is used to gain different scale and detail edge information and wipe off noise more. After that, according to suitable weights combining edge result to make up another edge image which can gain final edge through blur-minimization edge detection. Experiment proved that the proposed edge detection algorithm can detect edge better than traditional detection algorithm and can not only detect image edge effectively with upper detection precision but also restrain noise efficaciously.
I. INTRODUCTION
Image edge is the mutation region of the gray level or structure position and also the dividing line between target and background. It has invariability and can draw the basic outline of target object. So it is one of basic image feature.
Edge detection has wondrously consequence in image processing and computer vision. Image edge ascertained is an indispensable prerequisite in image analysis and recognition. It is contributed to the whole image scene recognition and understanding. But edge detection accuracy will directly affect the subsequent image processing. It is one of important classical research project in image segmentation field.
Common edge detection algorithm is fulfilled through computing the derivative of image gray function. That is, through extreme value of First order derivative or zero-crossing information of two order derivative to judge points of the edge [1] . These algorithms often are the same with some specific type images. For example, it can only be suitable for images with less noise and less complex shape.
So it is difficult to content demand of complex images. At present, many burgeoning subject theory and concept were imported and combined with each other for edge detection.
Such as Chen Wufan introduced concept of generalized blur set [2] and implemented edge detection through selecting appropriate subjection functions to construct generalized blur operator; Zhang Baohua [3] 
Thereinto n ω is the edge weight of structural elements
is the value range of scale parameter n . The weight n ω can computed by the adaptive method [8] .
（5） Edge information 2
Grad of dilation operator Computing method is shown as formula (6), (7), (8)and (9). 
